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" The Universe is a hypothesis " 

De Sitter. 

Idea of the 1 Universe 1 which by definition includes every

thing1 is a grand and sophisticated one of the human being. At the 

dawn of human civilization man was astonished at the beauty of moon-

lit - . night 1 the congress of the stars above on the sky of dark 

night • He became eager to know how and by whom the whole of the 

Universe had been created • " Eong srst"l kuta ababhuba " 

Human idea about the creation of the Universe is not a singu-

lar one rather varied ; as man looks at it from many different points 

of view. The Universe presents one as~ct to the philosophers, another 

to the scientists and still another to the artists. Notwithstanding 

the fact that it is beyond the capacity of a single person to describe 

the Universe in all its manifestations, man seeks a unification of 

different ideas of creation and evolution of the Universe. 

(i) THE PHYSICAL UNIVERSE 

By 1 Physical Universe 1 is meant the totality of space and all 

it . contains. More accurately it may be defined as the totality of 

space ; time and matter 1 or again as the space-time-manifold. 

In very recent time our knowledge of the physical Universe has 

been vastly extended through the co-operative achievements of the 

1. Narlikar, J.B. " The Structure of the Universe ", Oxford University 

Press; london, 1977. p .1. 
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science of astronomy, mathematical physics, and astrophysics; assisted 

by the art of photography and spectroscopy and by our marveiousely 

perfected telescopes. The rapidly accumulating knowledge of this phy

sical Universe ought to satisfy the hypothetical Universe of the phil

osophers and scientists. our present picture of the Universe is nece

ssarily ought satisfy the wondering students of philosophy. 

Our present picture of Universe necessarily depends upon our 

present knowledge and there is no reason to believe that this knowledge 

has been reached a perfection at the time of writting this thesis. From 

the history, it is evident that man's view of the Universe has changed 

steadily with time. 

The principal object of our proposed thesis is to examine the 

view of the creation as well as the evolution of the Universe as studied 

by the scholars of the ancient time and by the scientists using the 

various observational technique at their command and interpretation 

based on the laws of science in Western country and at the same time 

the notions of creation and evolution of the universe in the light of 

Indian philosophical literature which have been developed depending 

upon the intuitional and ra tiona 1 .thinkings of the ancient philosophers 

and seers of India. An attempt will be made to find out parities and 

disparities between these two disciplines. 

In order to elaborate the discussion we should realize that our 

present picture of the Universe necessarily depends on the different 

kinds of epistemologies. Few of these are described below :-



(1) SPIRIT OF ENQUIRY IN OCCIDENT. 

Science everything is but an apparitien 

Perfect in bein! what it is, 

Having nothing t• do with good er bac. 

Acceptance or rejection 

On~ may well burst out in laughter. 

3 . 

- Lengchenpa; Tibetian BUddhist. 

The ancient Greeks who first studied philGsophy in syste

matic way; be~an with the followinq questiens. 

In what order shall we persae our philosG~hical enquiries 

and with which one we begin? Will they group themselves into seme 

so that we can get • bird's-eye veiw ef them at the beginint? When 

a little qirl looked out the wine•w and asked her m•ther h•w there 

came te be any w~rld, how did it get started,, and how it grew to 

its present state? The ancient Scientistis who were essentially 

philosophers be~an also with these questions. They called them 

COSMOLOGICAL enquiries. 

A. COSMOLOGICAL INQUIRIES. 

This process begins with the study of cosmol09y, inqu1-

rin9 first about the cosmos; •r the Universe ane about the nature 

of Space and Time. Then we may ask about the Earth and the first 

begining of Life en the surface of the earth. Then we will follow 

easily study of the Evolution ef life, and this will suq~est the 
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problem of its Purposiveness, if have any. Teleoloqy is the n•me 

given to the study of purp~se or design in nature. 

The first group of problems we may put in tabular form 

as f~llows :-

: The Universe, Space, Time ·~ 
I 
I 

I. cosmelogical: The Oriqin and N•ture of Life, 

Inquiries The Philosophy of Evolution• 

Is there Purpose •r Design in Nature, 

B.ONTOLOGICAL INOUIRIES. 

Ont~l~gy signifies as the branch of metaphysics treatin~ 

of FIRST PRINCIPLE. It is our inherent tendency to reduce every 

thing- to some final unity or element.a.ry STUFF ana when • certain 

unification e£ all phenomena is found, it is recoqnized as 'MONO

ISM~ If it is thought that the matter is only the ultimate reali

ty it is callced as (MATERIALISTIC MONOISM' or just 'MATERIALISM~ 

When it is thought that the ultimate reality is nGt matter but 

mind or spirit; the view is called (SPIRITULISTIC MONOISM' or 

SPIRITUALISM. Sometime it is calle~fiDEALISM? 

On the other handfDUALISMJwhere two ultimate fonns of 

being exists andfPLURALISM~where it is found difficult to salve 

a nd t he various answer are not quite satisfactery. 
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Thus ontological inquiry m•y be represented as follews:-

1- MATERIALISM. 

ONTOLOGICAL 
I 
I 
I 
I 

MONOISM 1 --: 

SPIRITURALISM OR IDEALISM. 
DUALISM, 

-----~ 
INOURIES PLURALISM, 

·--
C. THE PHILOSOPHY OF MIND. 

Next, the most urgent and intimate kind of inquiries 

about the t-IIND. The psychological inquiry such what mind is, 

whether it is different from the sould and how mind is related 

with the body etc. Finally, whet~er it is different from the soul 

and how mind is related with the bedy etc. finally whether soul 

is immortal. 

All these would be seen to by psyc:W,«>qical inquiry cons-

titutes an imperical science known as PSYCHOLOGY. In tabular form 

these inquries will appear as follows:-

I 

I 
I 

III. The Philoso- : 

phy of Mind 

:-His toric•l .. 
The Search for the · Soul.,· ---~ 

!-Reconstructive "' 

The Relation of Soul and Body. 

The Freedom of the Willr 
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D. THE - HIGHER vALUES OF LIFE. 

There are ' two kilads ef . values that eme~es in studyiQg 

mocdern science and its philosophy, namely,relil)i(!)US values and 

asthetic values. Modern scien~e is net silent about GOD and this 

leads . us te the study of reli9ieus values of life • The,aesthetic 

values,or the study of beaUty,as exhibited in nature. 

ReliCJious values ., 
The Higher values of Life ----- -

Aesthetic values~ 

(2). 'i'HE SPIRIT OF ~ lNOURY IN EASTERN PHILOSOPHicA--L 

LITERATURE. 

( i) • HINDUISM. 

Throughout the history of man;it has been recegnized that 

the humane mind is capable of having two kinds of knowled9e,~r 

two medea of consciousness:- ~al} RATIONAL (b).INTUITIVE which are 

associated with with Science and Reli(ji(!)n. 

Ever since the time of the Upanlsds Indian has tenaciou---
sly held a view of religion which makes it a high adventure of the 

spirit; a converging life endeavour to realize and qra~p of hidden 

meaning of existence.Faith in India did not mean a cezy belief to 

rest by; but a tib~~~to set the soul en fire with a desire for 

spiritual realization. 

A spiritual value of religion as different f~ a crude 

doqmatic veiw,makes reli9ion not only cultivate a spirit of tole-

··-

• #I 'ill 
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ration,questioning and inquiry in its own sphere but also foster 

it in every departm~nts of life.The Bhagavad ~~ (VI 44) de~lares 

that a spirit ~f inquiry into authority of the words of s~riptures 

and mode of tradition.He becomes am~ believer.India regard .,.,.. 

"SADHANA" as the experiment as the dynamics of reliqion;it has 

resol!rces to jljnasa or · inquiry into the nature cf "Brahm4lnf~·· 
v--

~--~"inquiry into the nature of Brahman i.e.GOD as true oneself 

of all,or •rnarma1ijfii'ea'J inquiry into dharma i.e.social ethics 

and personal morality.Brahman is real,shininq and immortal;thus 

a hindu pra~r. , 

"From the unreal lead me to the real : 
From darkness leed me to l~ght; 

from death lead me to an immortality, 

-Chhandogya Upan1~~ 

(ii).BUDDHISM. 

As for Buddh1sm the word 'Science' means the Practical 

and dialectical approa~h ef the human preblem and to find a uni

versal solution of the inherent problems so that ultimately •ne 
.., 

can obtain . COSHIC NIRVANA .. ___ ., _ 

The Buddhi!lm explain ·bea.uti.fully .. the puzzling harmony of 

the cosmos ··without any restoring to the mysterious and unknown 

fore as 'CO D'.Here like everything else, the universe of mind 

a n d matter-the cosmos is bcund by laws.The universal law of cause 

and effect works every where in case of physical plane,or in the 

menta l plane. 



JAIN ISM. 

Jaina metaphysics 

Jain metaphysics is realistic, since it admits the objecti

vity of the material world and tne subject - object process of 

knowledge. When we reflect on our experience we can rudimentarily 

distinguish three basic aspects; substance dravya ) , which is an 

uncreated and uncreated and indestructible entity underlying all 

changes; the quality or attribute ( guna ) are inseparable. From . 

8. 

this point of view reality is unchanging. But from thePPOint •f view 

of the ch~nging modes re~lity is changing, moment~ry, unreal. Since 

re~lity h~~ infinite ~spects, ~ur judgements are necessarjly condi-

tiond, limited and rel~tive to the individual. Re~lity is manifold er 

plur~~listic (anek~ntavad~)• 



(3) MYSTICISM. 

" Mahabisve, mahakashe mahakala majhe 1 

Ami manab bhram~ eka bismaye. 11 . 
-- Rabindrana th Tagore. 

" In the endless universe of vast space and time -

I, a man; wander alone with awe 11 

9. 

In primitive days man looked at the starry sky above with awe 

and wonder. A sense of existence of divine mystical power prevailed 

in his mind at the sight of these liminarieso Again man is primarily 

absorved in the terrestial enviorenments and was also charmed at the 

beauties of the earth. This sense of awe and wonder gave rise to mys-

ticism or mystic experience of man. 

The word ' MYSTICS ' ( MYSTERION ) came from the Greek verb 

' muo ' , to shut or close the lips or eyes. A mystic to Greek was 

one who had gained a secret knowledge of divine things and been re

bron into eternity. 1 Mysticism is intimately concerned with what may 

rightly one of eternity ·and timelessness. 

The original idea of mysticism, which has changed and extened 

in the cour5e ot time, assume different meanings. This may be evident 

from the Greek philosophy which occured. in the centuries came into 

play a s a resu l t of fusion of Christinity and Nee-platonism in the 

early century of the Christian e'(J..,~ a system of mystical theology came 

i nto e xistence . Mystical elements enters into the commoner in tne £orm 

of religious experiences and when the religious feeling exceeds the 

1. Happold, F.C. "Mysticism; Penguin's Books, England, 1984. p-18. 
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rational ideas of man, mystic sense came into play but it is a matter 

of much discussion; whether the religions follow mysticism or mystici-

sm follows religions. It will be wrong to consider mysticism as irra-

tional ideas rather in true mysticism there is an extension of normal 

consciousness and there is a release of latent powers and widening 

vision. In consequence, aspect of truth may be expressed with the help 

of a rational intellect. 

Mysticism is considered as the inspiration of philosophy, poetry 

arts, music and science. This , is a "consciousness "of a "beyond" 

of the external world of material phenomena; or of an unseen over and 

above the seen. In the developed mystic the consciousness is present 

in an intensive and high~y specialised form. 

Science, a superb consciousn~ss of man, evolves gradually for 

appreciation of the ultimate values of things which constitutes the 

spirit of mysticism. 

In fine, it may be mentioned that religion; philosophy, arts, 

music and science whose source is mysticism are not worthy to be cons-

idered as the separate entities of human consciousness; rather they 

are interwoven, as if they are the different strings off a Universal 

'' S ITf."R " for a melodious harmony in cosmological concert. 

* Neoplatinism meant a particular sort of approach to the whole 

problem of reality in which intellectual and more specially the intui

tive faculties came into play. Neoplatonism is a religious philosophy 

which connects itself closely with the consciousness of evil and felt 

need of salavation. So, it presuppose naturally a certain dualism in 

t he ethi cal life and such a dualism take easily moral universe a form. 

This consciousness tends into a good principle and principle of evil. 
«. 

O$o His to r y of Philosophy!' A.K. Roger. The Macmillan company, p. 14. 
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(v) SCIENCE. 

WESTERN SCIENCE 

" When 1 Science 1 from creation's face 

Encha nts veil withdrawn; 

Wha t a lovely visions yeild there place 

To cold material laws " 

Thomas cambelle. 

Modern science has been originated from western logical and 

r a tional thoughts to understand the phenomena of the physical world. 

Sc i ence is not only a matter of collecting of data as the most of the 

human society of the world thinks. It is also , and more fundamentally. 

an attempt to g a in insight into or understanding ot the structure and 

1 working of the Universe. 

Latin word " SCIENTIA " m·eans vast knowledge, and its equivalent 

word in German is " WESSENSCHAFT " which 'signifies not only the study 

of history, philosophy and physiology as well. Infact the exact signi

ficance of the English word · 1 SCIENCE ' is not much sophisticated to 

e mbra ce the schools of modern science. However, according to the Western 

i dea 1 SCI ENCE 1 ma y be defined as ' the rational knowledge of the 

expose d wor l d wi th t he help of one's variable sense '• But this defini-

2 t ion can not be acceptabl e to all and cannot be true in all aspects. 

Science generally deals with the materials which are perceptab

le to our sensory orga ns directly. BUt these sensory organs could 

not always capable of percepting all the natural pheno-

1. Ovendin6 F c . " Li f e in the Universe " Doubleday & co. • New York. 
P • 14. 

2. mp.ier , Sir w .. c ... A History of Science, cambridge University 
Pre ss, 4th~ Edition. 1948. pp - XIII. 
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mena.To nullify the defects of sensory ovg&ns the Western science 

takes the helf of instruments. In scientific meth~doloqy the r•d-

c•l intuition and rational observati~n will lead ~o anether sci-

entific inference and new hypothesis or law shoild be explained 

in the light of other previous verified and established hypothe-

sis and laws. 

Science cannot be recognized totally ~s natural or mate-

rialistic;if it so;it cannot betveated as the rational and logi-,, 

cal study of the human and sociological phenomena.Again the study 

of medicine which is related to man,is also included in science 

and even the various type of arts also find their places in the 

domain of science.Now-a-days ,the study of science has been tried 

to make methodical in the place of subjectwise and the scientific 

difiniticn of natural 'Science• is methedical trustworthy and e 

exact study of different material and materialistic phen&mena. 

Along with the evolution of the methodology for the study 

Qf different natural phenomena and materialistic phenomena;the 

ideas and philosophy of life also been undergene evolution and 

the gradual developem~nt of the human intellects hdve also occu-

red.As a consequence socialogical;cultural;religiQUS aspects of 

hwnan being are also evolv.t.d. In occident the process of intellec

tual developement may be deemed to be started markedly from the 

period of "RENASSIANCE" in Europe. 

With the aid of some established principle of "Natural 

Science" some of the intellectual person.s;manaqed to device some 
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technical developements to m•ke day-tQ-day life of human being 
' 

on this earth more easy and cosy and they are known as "TECHNI-

TIANS".They deal with the known but a 'SCIENTIST' seeks to knew 

the unknown nature of physical relations. 

commoners considers "Technitians "as "Scientists" and in 

a high sounding phrases they hail the "lechnology" as "Science". 

Radio 1 Television;atom bomb and rocket etc. predominates the idea 

of scientific principles of the common people who consideres the 

rocket as "SCIENCE";but in actual scientific sense the rocket 

itself is not the subject matter of science but the principle of 

soaring high above of the rocket is to be c0nsidered as "SCIENCE"i,-

It had been recognized tha~ the living creatures had app

eared on this earth due to evolution Gf ·a single living cell 

millions of years ago and creature akin to •man• on the surface 

of this planet 1 millicn years ago.As such;m•n is quite ycnger to 

the living creatures of the e•rth.In other·senses man hcs not yet 

crossed his boyhood;so far as their evolution of intellect is 

concerned and hence,human intellect and ratienal thinkings are 

quite ~ature even upto-date. 

Modern science had recched to a most elav•ted position 

due to evolution of scientific thoughts and ideas of human being. 

It is astonishing to observe that the scientific ideas ~n their 

truest senses have been devel~ping within the perioe of lest four 

hundred years from the Q•te of writting the thesis.This perio4 is 

quite short one;yet the dom•in covered by this period is an enor-

mos one. 
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At present the spirit of the scientific enquiry according 

to A.Einstein:- "A supernatur&l cosmic sense is the source of 

eternal desires for studying science and fihdin~ ~ut the absGlute 

truth. 11 

Scientists are engaged to unfcld the Universe,the hands

ome 'COSMIC LOTUS' consisting of theusands of fra~nent and hued 

petals;with the helf of their rational and sincerest endeavour. 

As these petals are bein~ unfolded one after another,scientists 

become astonished at the l)ea~ty anci sweet aroma of the petals. 

They find there is no end of the exquisite petals. The w~le dom

ain of scientific world is filled up with sweet fragnance and 

colour that of a lotus. 

Seience h&8 got ne clcaed chapter. 



VIJ!(AN. (SCIENCE). 

(a).HINDU PHILOSOPHICAL LITERATURE. 

•Apaeyamltastvanayan~ prakrtin~ brcdhr me parim; 
-= 4 

J£va bhutang- mahabOho yaeydan~ dharyate ~agat ". 

- G. it;;q 

15. 

"Besides the e.iiJht types of paraprak;ti ( I .nferior ~r non-

living) : I pessess another type of Prakr.tr (nature known as 'para). 

O'Muhabaho,you ~hould knew this sustain the whole Universe: 

In Hindu philos0phical literature VIJNXNA may be consid-

ered as synbnym of 'Science'in western view in a limite~ aense. 
v 

The aim of Vijnana is to seek the underlying cause of the creat

ion of the Universe as well.Methodol~y 0f these two varied but 

the goal of these two are almost the same. 

According to Hindu philosophical literature there are three 

categories of c~nscieusness viz. 
A/.,. 

( i) • A jnan&.- - Absence of sui table consciousness. 

(ii).Jnana-- consciousness of human being due te some dynamic 

experiment signified as 'sadhana•and in~uition 

obtained therefrom.Knewledge about literature;arts, 

philosophy and religion are the objects of Jana. 

(iii).Vij~na- A special category of consciousness which is rec-

" ognizee as "Nlschaitmaku BUddhl".With the hel£ ef 

which one can reveal the nature of 'Brahman'.the , 

absolute and ultimate of the universe.It is recog

nized as • Brahman Vldya'. 

114 319 Li br:iry 
Olt w,.,.. 
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In .epistomology7 vij~anai we\ come across (a) Para Vldy~ and 

\b)Apara \iidya. 

In the _Miindaka Qpan~;;d we find a question put by an ear

nest pupil to a CJ r ea t teacher: : l ,. 

"What is that reality;CJ I:Hessed ene,by knowin9 which we 

can know all that there As in this manifested Universe?" 

To this questien the teacher qave a very significant reply. 

Two arethe vld yas or science to be acquired by man,so says the 

knower of Brahman.As mentioned above .one is called •par-.vidy~· 

and the other is called '.AparavlS~ • '~~.'which is ordinary 

knowledg-e. 

Though the Upanisds were considered as the abstract phi--=---·-
losophy of life but ~hey also explain the formatien of natural 

scientific view of east. The different scools of philosophy not 

only explain only the philosephy of life,but also at the same t 

time explain the fermation of hyp~thesis of natural scientific 

view of east.The different schools of philos~phy also attempt to 

explain the scientific laws. According to Samkhaya-Yoga philoso

phy the universe is formed due to the gradual evolution of matter 

- I and soul. In the Naya-vaisesika philosophy,structure of the uni-
• 

verse are recognized.Some similarities between the laws of mot- _ 

ion of Newton;of the movinq bodies are evident in $amkhya school 

of philosophy. 

1 . Mllndaka Upcnf~~· C~pter I, verse No. 3. 

2.. l:bid , Chapter I, Verse no. 4. 



(b). SCIENCE IN BUDDHISM. 

AS for Buddhism the word 'Science' means the practical 

a nd dialectica l approach of the human preblern and to find a uni-

versal seJ.ution of the inherent problems so that ultimately one 
.... 

can Qbtain COSMIC NIRVANA. 

According to Buddhism,there are five orders in nature a 

and the "Blja Nlyarna" or the order of seeds and werms is one of 

these . It tells hew rice is produced from the rice seeds and not 

from other seeds.Sugar tast~ sweet frem sugar-cane and so on.The 

sperm and ovum too belong to this orper ef seeds and gerrns.Life 

must come from antecedent life. 

Physical enviornrnents effects only the physical organism, 

it does not effect the invisible;unknown life-principle within 

the organisrn.~fuat makes different beings behave in the several 

and different ways they do7 

Buddhism solves these mystery b y saying that invisible 

and unknown life-principles within the orqanism- viz. within the 

beast a nd another beings;is effected mainly in two ways by the 

KA~~ NIYAMA. The Act and result and the ~HITTA NIYAMA;the order 

of psychic l a w To know ho\'i two orders operate we must analyse an 

unit of consciousness. 

Just as in the realm ef matter,different particles of 

known substances produced due to combinations of three kinds ef 

f undamental particles;like proton,neutron and electron.In the , 

mental plane ; a similar state of affiars exist.And consciousness 
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results from combination of what we might say; are psychological 

nucleons and electr0n. 

(c) . SCIENCE IN JAINISt-1. 

Jaina's view of 'Science'are the . measure t~ attain per-

fection.This is considered as cGnstitutional or innate.On that 

ground Mahavira upheld th~necessity of austerities and discip

line,education and training for the highest purpose. 

In Jaina metaphysics we come ac~ss the idea ef realistic 

and relativistic pluralism.It is called tANEKATAVADA' ~r the doc

trine of the manyness cr reality.There are innumerable material 

atoms anc innumerable individual souls which are all separately 

and independently real. 

Jainas believe that the universe function through the in

teractien of living souls (JTvas;literally lives)and five categ

ories .of non-living(AJiva);ether(Akaia);the means of conduction 

of rest(Dharma), time(Kala), and matter(PUdgala). Souls are nGt 

only the rocks and running water and many other objects.Substances 

are not looked a s living. 

The soul is na turally briqht;all knowing and blissful. 

'KARMA' is the subtle matter which is quite invisible to man. 

This is ~ortal entity of other s~stems interpreted materialis

ticaly.The naturally bright soul becomes dim and clouded ever by 

'KARMIC' matter and thus acquires first a spiritual and then a mat

rial body.~rma unites with soul as a result of activity. 



(?).EVOLUTION OF SCIENTIFIC THOUG~TS IN WEST. 

PHYSICAL SCIENCE. 

11 Our idea of the universe as a whole remains 

as the product of our ~agination'"· 

-Whitelow. 

19. 

The origin of · physical science can be traced back in the 

observation of na tural phenomena of the Univers~,such as bhe var

ious devices with the help of which man strove t~ increase the 

safety and comfort for their lives. 

But in an early prehistoric stage mam almost universally 

took a wrong ideas. Hagic, mystery,astrology and the religJion of 

the prehistoric era have clearly to be studied to know the gene

ral developements of the oriqin of· the Universe. 

Evolutio'n of scientific thoughts of West has followed 

the different stages is traced out below:-

(~ ··THE EARLY PERIOD. 

In the early period scientific ideas with its close asso

ciates-the philosophy- were nourished in the cradles of Greek c 

civilazation. In the 6th. century S.c. Milesian school ~f Ionia 

tried to discovered the essential nature or real constitution 

of things which they called 'PHYSIS' · from which the term 'PHYSICS' 

has been evolved.They thought matter is alive ano there is no 

distinction between living and non-living; spirit and matter 

existed. 

Thales found cause of everything is 'WATER' and thus att-



empted to find out mysterious substance of the 'COSMOS '• In the 

later stage Anaximinder ( 610 - 545 B.C. ), Pythagores and his 

followers said that the world consisted of earth, air and fire 

which were supposed to be divine. Pythagoreans thought that the 

world consisted pr~arily of mind or just as Aristotle . considered 

that there is ever moving sphere of the outer heaven and the unmoved 

mover who must keep it in motion. 

THE MEDIABLE PERIOD : 

During the mediable period, extending from 12th. and 13th. 

century a vital urge to the development of culture was derived from 

Judie-Christian concept, which considered creation of things out ot 

nothing - CREATO EXNIHILO • In the early mediable period the influ

ence of Christian Church and trom the 'influence of platonic idea. 

In the 13th. century Thomas Acquino's scheme ~ Scholasticism

derived from · Mristotle's idea explained natural phenomena in a ratio

nal way. 

THE RENAISSANCE PERIOD :- 15th. - 16th~ century. 

The scientists and philosophers of this period themselves 

could not be free from the influence of the two Judie-Christian 

concepcs viz. (a) God creats everything at His suit will (b) the 

doctrine - CREATO EXNIHILO • At this period a senses of " FREE WILL " 

changed totally all the hypothesis which existed prior to the period 

of RENEAI SSANCE in Europe. Ideas of time, distances , mass and temper

ature had been changed d S they were measured quantitively. 
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DETERMINISTIC THEORY. 

Thought of the idea of evolution of scientific concepts 

deemed to prehistoric era, in fa'ct, Newton's theory every phenome_ 

non of the Universe is determined by cause and effect. The sun, the 

stars and the galaxly are moving in a definite paths and the Univer

sal Gravitation is the root· cause of these and a definite postula

tion is there for establishment of the Newton's speculation. 

PROBABILISTIC THEORY. 

With the formulation of (a) theory of relativity (b) Quantum 

mechanics (c) Heisenberg uncertainity principle, the methodology 
• 

and scientific ideas have been undergone a profound change in solving 

the fundamental questions regarding truth. 

Before the discovery of these principles it was considered 

that the science had solved the mystery of the Universe by knowing 

the nature of the ul_timate principles constituting it. But with the 

discovery of the quanta of energies which moves in a discontinuous 

manner are of wave nature and the particles with mass have got the 

characteristics of wave form and follow the law of uncertainty in 

exhibiting the properties as the particles or wave form, a new type 

of idea has emerged for scientific study. 

The formulation of uncertainty principle proves that a strict 

law of cause and etfect does not apply in the world of subatomic 

particles. Theory of relativity nas proved that all the scientific 
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k nowledge based on sense perception is only relative. 

Ano ther importa nt ideQ of theory of relativity is that cons

ciousness of an obse rver and the act of observation should be with 

reference to the same frame of reference. Hence purely objective 

description between the observer and the observed. 

SUPERDETERMINISTIC THEORY. 

Science now looks forward to a higher kind of determinism of 

" SUPERDETERMINISM " which rules, guides and determine the UNIVERSE 

at a far level. Ordinary determinism states that once the initial 

situation of a system is established, the future of the system is 

also esta blished due to inexorable laws of cause and effect. Accor

d i ng to ' superdeterminism ' not even the initial situation of the 

Universe could be changed. Not only it is impossible for things to 

be other tha n what they are, it is even impossible that the initial 

s i tuation of the Universe could have other than what we are doing at 

any given moment, it is the onl y thing that evern was possible for us 

to be doing at that moment. 

THE IMPLICI\TE ORDER :- THE UNBROKEN WHOLENESS. 

Ac c ording to this elementary particles are not an inde

pe ndent e x isting any atabke entity. It is in essQnce a set of 

r e lationships tha t reach outside to other things. Here parts are 

seen to be in immediate connections in which their dynamic rela-



~ionships depend on an irreducable way of the whole system. Again 

this in its turn depends to anGther broader system extended ulti

mately into the entire UNIVERSE. Thus one is led to an irreduca

ble way of the whole system.Thus one is led to .a .new notion of .. 
unbroken wholeness.This unbreken wholeness denies the classical 

idea of stability ~f the world into separately and independently 

existing parts. Next ClvueRtion arises what is the 1 Il-1PLICATE 1 order 

made 7. It is made C!Jf the same implicate order of that which • IS •. 

And that WHICH IS cannat be termed in space and time.Description 

is totality incompatible with what we want to say. 

lb) . EVOLUTION OF SCIENTIFIC THOUGHTS IN INDIA. 

(a). l1INDUISl-1 . 

"In India, through all periods the special science are r 

rooted in and developed the underlying unifying COSMIC 

concepts and and presupposition.The sdientific results 

is only a special case and phenomena which demonstrate, 

as it were, tthe Universal COSMIC LAW." 

The Scientific acheivements of the Indians are closely 

releted to their national character,and this has ingluenced 

them on other work.What strikes most students of history of 

Indian scholarshi~ is the excessive developement af the imagina

tive power of Indians.In any work,some imaginati~ntion is abso-



lutely necessary.Its exceptional or prominent developement,howe

ver,becomes a setback;it alinates a person from reality.This is 

applicable to a major extent to the Indian methods of work.Such 

disposition of the people,it is clear,made them take up prima

rily those sciences which were dominated by the method of specu

lation&. 

24. 

As regards experimental science,one cannot say that Indi

ans did not at all know experiment and odservation.On the contr

ary they were very good observers.During the glorious period of 

Indian philosophy they had got the idea. 

Indian Physics represents the transition state from pure 

philosophical speculation to experimental science,we find in In

dia number of cosm$gonic system gradually passing over from myth

ological conceptions to distinctive scientific theory.The earli

est system that is fit to be called scientific is the saffikhay. 

According to it,the whole world with all its diversity all the 

plants and the entire world of animals every thing is basically 

and essentially material.This diversity includes not only the 

inert mass but also active foi-~.s and conscious processes,yet all 

these are derived by evolution from primeval matter.This system 

cannot be called materialistic,for here a special conscious cons

titutes is assumed to exist separately from the matter.T.his con

scious constituents is assumed to exit separately from matter. 

This conscious constituent is present in the process of evolution 

of matter;as it were,but it does not participate in it.By itself 

it is absolutely inactive. 
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The history of evolution of natural science in India is 

comparatively new and comprehensive account of Indian: science 

yet to be written. Begining with the earliest known Indus civili-

zation,the Indus Velley,with its pottery wheel,cotton textiles, 

and two wheeled carts constitute the study of ancient science in 

India.By tho begining of the third millenium B.C. in India as in 

China,Egypt· and Kesopotomia scientific developement was well 

advanced. 

In ancient India,as in Grece,there was much speculative 

thoughts about astronomy,mathematics,physics and biology. ~ 

(b) • ~UDDHISM. 

Both the schools- Hinayana and Mah~yana-admit tee reality 
I (> 

of the existent of external things.But whereas the former holds 

that these can be. only be inlerred, the latter holds thet these 

can well be directly apprehemded. I~ is difficult to form a defi-
...... 

nite i dea about the former's position,for no important text of the 

schoo l· has come down to us.But in the case of ~Vaiva§lkas• one 

of the most authoritive texts on the system,the _ "ABHIDHA~-KOS6" 
• 

of vasubandhu,along with the author's 'BHASYA'. ' --·-
I 

Besides Samka ra comprising both under the name of ~ SARVA-

ASTIVADINS' g!ves,in the form of a very brief sketch,their veiws 

on the elements and atoms in the following words:-

:J 
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"these Buddhists acknowledge the four elements,earth,water 

fire and wind,with their preperities and products,i~ culiding the 

organisms of sense,the four elements are atomic.• 

To the above some additions may be made on the basis of 

the Abh!dharma-Kosa and its BHASYA. ·- -
According to it,things (dharma) may first broadly divided 

into two ciasses- 1 SAMASKRTA 1
, the ones that are a caused and 1 ASA ' ·-

MASKRTA 1 the ones that are uncaused. The Samskrita ones again,are 

said to be of five kinds,called : 1 SKANDijAS' namely (i).Vedana-ska

nda (ii) ... samjna-skandba (iii).samskara-skandha (iv). Vijnan-skandha 

{v).RUpa-skandha. 

Of these five,the last one only has got the reference for 

present discussion,for matter and its different forms are all 

included in it .Thus,under the head of the Rllpa-skandha we have 

(besides others),the five senses organs the visual,the gastatory, 

the auditory,the alfactory and cuteneous. These according to the 

vaibha£Ikas, are only special forms of transformed matter (bhuta

vlk~ra-v!Jesa) the five objects of the senses(Viz.rUp«,rasa,gan-.- . ----
I I 

~~~,sabda and sprastavya),and the four materiel elements (viz.e 

e•rth,water,fire and air). 

The atoms constituting objects of the five senses are 

stated to be of the nature of atoms dissimilar in kind to the 

atoms constituting the others. 

The four material elements viz.earth,water,fire and air-

also are •tomic.They have two kinds of properities,natural 
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(SVABHAVA) and derived (UPADAYA).The natural properties of the 

four are cespectively,solidity(KHARA), viscidity(ANEHA),heat(USNA) 
~ ~ -....--

and motion(IRANA).Because of the presence Gf such specific pro

perities in them,e~ch is c~pable of special function atso. 

1 
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vity of the meteridl world •nd the eubject-Gbject pr•eess of knowledge. 

WRen we reflect en our experience we cen rudimenterily distinguisn tar 

three bcsie espeete; substence . (DRAVYA), wRieh is en uncre•ted •nd indu 

struaitible entity underlying ell cheng~s; the quclity or ettribute 

(GUNA) which is the emmenent cepccity for predu~ing ch•nqes, but they -·-

further tr•nsf•rm•tions of the etomio ¢Onstitution of things in time 

Jein lvletephysic::s is e reelistic end reletivistie plurelism. 

TQe substenee (DRAVYA) end the ettribute (GUNA) ere insepcreble. Frem 

t~is p$int of view of the ch~nging modes re•lity is chenging, mementery 

unre•l. Since teclity hes infinite espe~ts, our judgments ere nocesser-

ily conditioned, limited end reletive to the individuel. Reelity is me 

menyf~ld 0r plu•elistics (enek~nt•y~de). 1£ we d•nGt ec¢ept tans feet, 

we would m•ke the s •me mat•ke es those five blind men who by touching 

respeQtively one •nd • different pert of en eleph•nt were erguing tn•t 

their respe~tive des~ripti n wes right• 



( '6} EVOLUTION OF SCIENTIFIC METHODOLOGY 

IN OCCIDENT. 

The root 0£ all western ~cience •re t• be f0und in the fir-

s t period of Greek Philosophy in Lhe ~ixth century B.C. in~• ~ulture 

where science,philos op hy a n d reli~ion were not ~ep•r•ted. 

fhe s •ges of Mill~si« n s c ool i n I~ni• were c~nce rned with 

t he d istinctions. Their •im w•s to discever the essenti•l n•ture or r 

* re a. l constitution o f yhings which they celled 'PHYS IS' • ·I'he term 

'~H~SICS' was de rived from the Greek werd and me•nt theref~re ~rigine.-

ll y, the endeavour of the e s sential nature of things. 

everything of the Universe is 'WATER'. ,This may seem a slight f~und•-

tio n of p h il&scphic reput~tion; but this may be reg•rded •s the •tte-

mpt tc fin d out th~ myste!rious substimce ~J>f the COSZ.IOS' 

To exp~se the mysti~•l ide«~ •£ hum•n being, m•themati~•l 1 

lGq ici(i wh ich is h•lfwuy between scien~e •ns philesophy, h•d been dev

elope d . Th•le s went to Egypt ana introduced study Gf geametry from the

re te Greec, Unlike the Qther a~ntempor•ry sclo•rs he R«s not only in

te r e s ted tc· know its pre.cticza.l «pplicz:a.ti~n but as "a.n abstr•ct" deduc-

tive s cience based on gener~l propositi ens. 

Anaximander (610-545)B.C.) introduced the ide• ef evelutien 

ion intG science, He attributed all ch•nges to metion, tnere c•n be no 

comiiHJ into being o r p•ssing •w•y. 
THE PYTHAGOREAN SCHOOL. 

Pyth«gores (bQrn 530 B.C.) •nd his f&llower gave up the id 

T 
The term 'PHYS I S ' is derived f r~m t he G k - • - ree wora me•nt &N •ttempt of 



idea of an single element and held matter to be composed of earth, 

water air and fire which were supposed to be divine by the combi

nation in pairs of four underlying qualities hot and cold; wet and 

dry. water for instance being cold and wet, while fire was hot and 

dry. 

30. 

Pythagorians were the first to bring into prominence the 

abstract idea of NUMBER. They also studied numbers in a geometrical 

setting. The famous theorem of Pythagores usually attributed to them 

and generally to Pythagores. According to their theory the numbers 

lie at the basis of the real word. 

PlATO ( '\28 - 348 B.C. 

According to Plato God is good. and the sphere is the most 

perfect forms, therefore the Universe must be spherical. He argued 

that stars as floating fre·e in space, moved by their own souls. He 

considered the Sun moves round the earth, Plato's Physics and Bio

logy were anthromorphic even ethecal. 

ARISTOTLE ( 384 - 322 B.C. 

Aristotle, the follower of Platos, was the greatest collec

tor and systemitecally established the knowledge of ancient time. 

His supreme importance is the history of science. 

According to him there is an evermoving sphere of the outer 

heaven and the Unmoved Mover who must exists to keep it in motion. 

The book" On the soul" written by him was ·· at the same time dealt 

with biology and psychology and according to this the plant kingdom 

was the souls and animal kingdom ,.was the Absolute energy and absolute 

energy had manifested fully in men. 
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THE GROWTH OF EXPERIMENT IN ANCIENT GREECE. 

" 

In early period of Greek· civilization the nature of the 

Universe had been depicted by purely intellect and without only 

appeal to facts. But some of Greeks become conscious of observing 

facts behind a function and some of them precisely studied the 

facts. Perhaps the first instance is to be found in an observation 

of Anaxmines ( 500 B.C. ) that if we gently breath on the back of 

our hand, the breath feels war warm whereas if we blow violently, 

it feels cold. Though Anaxmines interpreted these facts wrongly, 

but we recognized the true experimental method of appealing to 

nature for information, and noting her answer. 

A few year later the Pythagorians were experimenting on the 

pitch of sounds. It must have been well-known that deep pitch sounds 

are produced by large structure~ and high-pitched sounds by small. 

Pythagorians is said to have followed this discovery by a series of 

experiments on string, and to have come upon certain laws which still 

form the basis of science of occustics. The great discoveries of the 

Pythagorians was that it is pleasent only if the lengths of the string 

stands in some quite numerical relation to one another such as two to 

one, three to two. We note them here as evidence of the increasing 

relaince on experiment. 

Nearly a century later Empedocles investigated the nature of 

air by experiments. 
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(}) SClENTIFIC METHOOOLOGY. 

S•ien•• •t present sense, is • kina •£ systematiz•e knewle-

dge- • set ef censist~nt oen epts sbeut hew eeverything werks. It ia 

universal ceneepts &bout hew every yhing werks. ~t is surprisingly s~

ple, univera«l and ebjective. The mere is the s~pler will be its oen-

tr«l cencepts, «nd the wider its «pplia«bility. 

We a•n think ef two pb~ses threugh which soienGe pregreas 

PROPOSITION ef new theeries «nd ACCUMALATION ef facts. The first one 

iimplifies the situ«tien 

while the sec•nd m«kes the REALITY 
I 

' · field crewdy. BQth •£ them ~~ 

digest them, degrade them · GROWTH OF SCIENTIFIC TRUTH 

gress reality and cl•ser, but they nev-

UNIVERSE. er meet. 

Fig -I 
ScienQe dees net tell us what the NATURE really is. It 

~nly desaribe • medel, • m«sked relitivity. As our understanding beeeme 

But •t the oru~ial point • gap remains - ne matter howm~n pregress we . 
m«de. There is ne abs0lute truth in science. Scientists &re engaged t• 

find eut the n«ture's true nature and their patient endeaveur for this 

give birth $£ new scienti£1~ truth which opens be£$re them &rena ef st 

str•n9e theughts. They bec~me •st~nished at the beauty end grandure •£ 

new scientific werld thus discovered. 
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In the 2 16th. eentury the methedelegy suggested by Frencis 

8Caen (1561 - 1626) wes teken to be true. 

Aco~rding te him by recercing &11 •v•ileble feats, making all 

pessible experiemeets end then cellecting det• •nd tebuleting the resul: 

ults by rules the eenneatien between the pA.nemene w•uld the results 

by rules the eenneqti n between the phenemen• weuld beaeme m&nifests 

qenerel lews deseribing their reletiens emerge almest eutem&ticelly. 

But unf•rtun•tely the situ•ti•n is ney s• simple. The metned 

suggs ted by ~e•n feund te be 

inaerrect fer scientific pur-

pese: (i}. It dees n•t t•ke int• 

ship between theer:,· &nd experi

ments. (11). It dees n~teexpl-

&in the rele •f intu1t1•n. 

(iii).It is based •n • wreng ce 

D Hypethesis. 

Inauotien Deduetien. 

.S.e•nien Sys tern. 

A hypethesis is disoevered threugh 

Induatien and justifie• threugh Deaua. 

ti•n. These ere enly tw. eppesite 

Oirectiens ef the s&me ree•· 

cencept%•n •f inQu~ti•nism. In fine, it mey be said thet Bceenien hype

thesis ( - .,1.,~ . taeery) is dull .anci •ver simpl1fiea1 • 

~o. In B&a•nien time •uthentie&l f&eta were the urgent need ef 

his d&ys. He was the first te censi•er the phil•s•phy ef indu~tive se-

ience. In time the werld •£ ph1l•s•ph1~ th•ught w•s bee•ming deYel•~e• 

&nd w&a ripe f•r ghcnqe. Francis S.aen devised wh&t is reuqhly the ri 

right reed te • wider .and seunder kn•wledge. 2 • 

1 • Seienae Reperter 1 C .s. I. R. 1 2nd. MiireA, 1992, pp-99. 

2. Hiatery ef Soien~e~4th. ed. Sir W.C.D&mpeir
1 

Cembridqe Univer
sity Press, 1948 1 pp-126. 



NEW SCIENTIFIC METHODOLOGY 

" There is no procedure for anticipating the future of 

Science, no • Science of Science • and there are even 

scientists who argue that it is impossible in principle 

to do so • • I find their arguments inconvincing • " 

-- Gerald Feinberg. 

34. 

Early methodologists of science were reductionists i.e. they 

believed in a completely logical structure of scientific process. 

Bacon, Newton, Jhon Stuart Mill, Aldous Huxely -- all of them denied 

the role of imagination. And that is the major problem with saconian 

methodology. A completely new concept developes from the work of 

William Whewill and others. Later, Karl Popper discussed the concept 

in details called ' HYPOTHETICAL - DEDUCTING ' method. In this scheme 

imagination and criticism merge into each other to act in symbolic 

manner. A scientific theory starts from imagination endeavour. Hypo

thesis do not originate from the induction, but it is a kind of 

adventurous state of the romantic concept of that truth takes shape 

in our mind, we possess a frame inside our brain, a preconception 

of what might be true. Probabil'ity of making right and true concep

tions is determined on a faculty of mind which may be called as 

INTUITION '. It varies from man to man and it had been found that 

man with higher intellectual development possess high degree of 

intuition. 

After constructing a hypothesis ( only after, not before ) 

a scientist goes to criticize it by observation. The accuracy of 

observation depends upon the intuition of the observer who comes down 
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to sQme ~rtioul«rs fr<lml the general. He deduces theories, inferences 

and consequences. He predicts- If you take this being or that you wi 

11 observe such and such phenomena. This ~s hGw experiments in other 

modern s ens e ente r s . 

One important .a.spect of hypothetico - deducting reas

oning is that discoveries ~nd justification ev0lved in t~o different 

path-ways. ·1 • . This allows us to provide a real v«rifica-

tion. Through negative feed back we can const«ntantly rectify our hy 

hypothesis. Vera b ilty is scientific conception is our major factors. 

A descripency between prediction and observation impl

ies between t h e h ypothesis is t o be rejected. But a n agreement betwe 

e e n these cannot be taken to mea.n that the hypothesis is quite correR:: 

ect. A r~rticularly, right thing is wrong, but a particularly right 

thing is n~t necessarily righy as a whole • 

. INTUIT I 0 N. 

"Eureka, Eureka ••••••••••••••• •,. 

--Archermedes. 

In the new methodolGgy, intuiti&n has a special place in s 

scientific discoyetY, Intution «rises suddenly without •ny consc!ous 

chain Qf reasons. It is always a creative act ef mind. Great theories 

of science start with an exclamation -- ·~ureka, ?Ureka 

We all knGw Kekule got the ideas of eyclic struature of b 

benzene, quantum theory of arrangement of electren areund the nuclies 

containing proton and nusron reflected before minds eye of N. Bohr 

sitting in ohe of the ~rk in Copenhegan. 



Our br&in is & very much eemplex science l&ber&tory. In~ide 

it we perform experiment with ide&~, modele &nd their een~equenae~ 

&nd •ltern&tives. Ome ef the gre&te~t theory of relativity ~•w the li 

light of the dey through intuition. In hi8 Solovine Ein~tein expl&ined 

ned the birth of the revolution&ry theory with the help of • aketch(F 

' A 
HYPOTHESIS • 

s3 ~PECIFIC RESULTS DEDUCTED 

• fROM HYPOTHESIS. 

EXPERIENCE AND EXPERIMENT 

Ein~tie~~s ~keteh of HYPOTHETICO~DEDUCTrvE a'stem. Here disao

very &nd ju~tific&tien •re two oempletely different ro&da. 

L{ke •ny ether ide&, there &re pitf&ll of the intu!tion • .. 
Blind f&ith in our perceptien •nd superietitien m&y eerrupt ue. Thie 

w•• wh&t h•ppened t~ Kepler twice. Fer the first time, when he tr,etied 

to explain the ~tructure of the e•l•r system u~ing regul&r pelygen.o 

Only • few ye&re l•ter he h•d to renew his ide& of •coSMOS MYSTERY". fe 

For the aeeend time he went on to expre8s the number ef ~•tellitesef the 

p1&net8 in terms of • m&them&tia&l series. Once sg•in he h•d to retre&t • 
.... 

In the yndi&n philesephic&1 liter&ture intuition of the Seer-

Scienti~ts pl&yed • gre&t re11 in est&bli~hing the r&tien•l hypothesis 

•nd te £•rmul&te certain soienti£1~ l&ws· 
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THEORY AND EXPERIMENT 

it is a dillema to the historians of science to determine 

which come first - theory or experiments 7 However in hypothetic 

deductive system. It is certainly the theory that comes first. 

Actually, it is hypothesis, the child-hood of theory, that comes 

first. This bring special advantages for experimental scientists. 

They are no longer to think that, 11 What would happen if • II 

Mode rn experimental scientists are being guided by some hypothesis 

in. order to sele ct apparatus which will lead them to expected results 

of the , experiment. In fine, it may be expressed now-a-days the 

theory becomes blue print of experiment. 

Now we come across a serious question, what relative impor

tances one should give on theory and experiment 7 There is no short 

cut answer rather it all depends upon the style and style varies from 

scientists to scientists. Newtown thought that a scientists should 

always be guided by experimental data; Einstein on the other hand 

emphasized on theory. Of course these two are rather extreme views. 

Generally the rel a tion between theory and experiment is very dynamic 

and flexible. Science is progressing in a well defined self correc

ting way and that scientists follow some general guideline of metho

dology. This helps us to find out the mysteries of the UNIVERSE 

around us. For this an idea of possible model and adjusting it, 

remouldi ng it, pol l ishing it at every possible moment to bring us as 

close to the rea lity as possible. 

Thus theory and experiments together are engaged for slow 

fading awa y over the face of g rdnd poetry called the " COSMOS " 

a nd unfolding of the mul t.ipl .ied peta ls of the 11 COSMIC-LOTUS " 


